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Savannah Burning Project
Large uncontrolled wildfires late in the dry season have become a regular feature of recent 
decades on the Cape York Peninsula. These high intensity wildfires emit large amounts of 
greenhouse gases and threaten remote cultural sites, biodiversity and infrastructure.

The savannah burning carbon farming activity involves 
Aboriginal traditional owners burning early in the dry 
season in planned mosaics across their country. This 
has the effect of preventing larger late-season wildfires 
through the continuing or renewed application of 
traditional burning practices, carried out by traditional 
owners over countless generations. 

This practice reduces emissions significantly, since the 
amount of greenhouse gases given off under traditional 
mosaic burning is far lower than the emissions that would 
otherwise result from larger uncontrolled wildfires later in 
the dry season.

To continue the application of these traditional burning 
practices, the Olkola Ajin Savannah Burning Project 
was established. The Olkola Aboriginal Corporation 
undertook savannah burning on their associated lands 
covering some 8,000 square kilometres of the Cape York 
Peninsula. The Olkola project is called Olkola Ajin which 
means ‘Olkola people set fire’.

The Olkola people are a discreet language and cultural 
group whose homeland extends across a diverse 
biophysical and cultural landscape of southern central 
Cape York Peninsula. 



Olkola country includes the eastern escarpment of the Great 
Dividing Range, heavily forested plateaus (Kimba, Coleman), 
old dissected river plains, the headwaters and riparian 
corridors of 5 major rivers, vast floodplains and grasslands, 
and rare mound springs that are culturally sacred. This area 
is also the last home of the nationally endangered Golden 
Shouldered Parrott (emblem of the Olkola people). The Olkola 
people retain many cultural sites and story places and are 
currently reengaging active management on sites previously 
inaccessible. The burning project supports Olkola to connect 
with country and protect the unique biodiversity and cultural 
sites they are custodians of.

The Olkola Ajin Savannah Burning Project provides a 
long-term investment stream into this remote Aboriginal 
community, creating local employment for traditional owner 
rangers to complement existing or potential government 
investments.

The project has a positive impact on the climate reducing 
up to 50,000 tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions each year 
across an area of about 8,000 square kilometres.  

Burning in 2014 has been successfully completed and will 
continue to be an annual activity.

Michael Ross, Chairman, Olkola Aboriginal Corporation said 
“Establishing a carbon business is a major step forward 
for the Olkola people. It’s opening a door for our younger 
generation to work on country with their elders and 
strengthening our traditional law and culture. 

Climate Action Snapshot: Olkola Ajin Savannah 
Burning Project

 Location Central Cape York

 Type Savannah burning

  Emissions prevented 65,000 tonnes of CO2e
per year across 8,000 square kilometres

 Standard Australian Carbon Credit Units

“ Establishing a carbon business is a major step forward for the Olkola people. 
It’s opening a door for our younger generation to work on country with their 
elders and strengthening our traditional law and culture.”
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Working with our neighbours to manage fire, one of the 
major threats on Olkola country and Cape York is moving 
in the right direction.”

In the words of Phillip Toyne, past director of Natural Carbon, 
“It is a great pleasure for our company to be able to originate 
the first large scale carbon farming projects on Cape York 
with traditional owners. We see many benefits in greenhouse 
gas reduction, biodiversity protection and reinforcement 
of traditional culture flowing from these projects, which 
should be apparent over the many years that the savannah 
burning activity can be conducted. This represents an exciting 
development in North Queensland and can be replicated in 
many other parts of the Cape.”

For further information please contact
Charlie Hawkins e: charlie.hawkins@naturalcarbon.com.au 
Natural Carbon m: +61 438 429 280  p: +61 3 8615 4591
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